Beyond Science and Art
The Role of Intuition
11 - 13 October 2022, Leiden, the Netherlands

Topics
• The Intuitive Body: Human Centered Concepts
• Implicit Cognition and Predictive Coding
• Philosophical, Psychological, Astronomical, Biological Perspectives
• Artistic Practices and Research
• Connecting Art and Science

Scientific Organizers
• Andrea Evers, Leiden University / TU Delft / Rotterdam University
• Liesbeth van Vliet, Leiden University
• Tanja Elstgeest, Museum De Lakenhal
• Nicole Roepers, Museum De Lakenhal
• Meta Knol, European City of Science Leiden 2022

The Lorentz Center organizes international workshops for researchers in all scientific disciplines. Its aim is to create an atmosphere that fosters collaborative work, discussions and interactions.
For registration see: www.lorentzcenter.nl

This workshop is part of our collaboration with NIAS and aims to stimulate research in the humanities & social sciences.
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